SAA-GE has more than 600 ACCA/CAT prize winners since 2004 and still counting...

A total of 17 SAA-GE students placed in the top 30 ACCA Graduates. Cassandra Lo placed 1st and is a Gold medallist. In addition 18 ACCA students were placed in the top 3 for a range of papers. The following students who were placed first in Singapore; Wong Xiao Jun (F6), Wilson Tan Kee Hong (F7) who was also placed 2nd worldwide, Ng Pei Jun (F9) placed 3rd worldwide, Ang Ming Wei (P1), Han Chun Shui (P6) and Cassandra Lo Jia Hui (P7). It is a must to mention that SAA-GE’s P6 students scored a clean sweep (1st, 2nd and 3rd).

We would like to take this opportunity to congratulate all the lecturers who produced prize winners. Associate Professor Chee has produced prize winners in F8, P1 and P7, Mr Goh Sher Wee P2 and P6, Mr Ian Lim F9 and P5, Ms Lee Yuet Lai F6, Ms Chantal Wan F6, Mr Ben Lee F7, and Mr Philip Woo P1.

CAT/FIA ACCA no longer publish prize winner lists for all papers with the exception of FTX and FFM. Congratulations to Zin May Swan (FTX) and Hu Xiao Ling (FFM) for being placed 1st in Singapore. The following students were also placed 1st in Singapore, Nies Kuo Xian (FA1), Chen Wei Han (MA1), Heng Jia Yun (MA1), Rozaini Ikhsan (FA2), Fang Jia Cheng (FA2 & MA2).

Lastly, congratulations to prize winners including Mr Wilson AW (FA1 & MA2), Mr Tan Cher Keow (MA1), Ms Edith Quek (FA2), Mr Veeramani (FA2), Mdm Gan Bee Eng (MA2), Ms Lisa Foo (FTX), Mr Lee Yuet Lai (FTX), Mr Wildy Chia (FFM) and of course Ms Yeo Ai Ling (MA1).